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In the computer science industry, high levels of performance remain the focal point in software engineering. This quest has made
current systems exceedingly complex, as practitioners strive to discover novel approaches to increase the capabilities of modern
computer structures. A prevalent area of research in recent years is scalable transaction processing and its usage in large
databases and cloud computing. Despite its popularity, there remains a need for significant research in the understanding of
scalability and its performance within distributed databases. Handling Priority Inversion in Time-Constrained Distributed Databases
provides emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of database transaction processing frameworks and
improving their performance using modern technologies and algorithms. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
consistency mechanisms, real-time systems, and replica management, this book is ideally designed for IT professionals,
computing specialists, developers, researchers, data engineers, executives, academics, and students seeking research on current
trends and developments in distributed computing and databases.
The problems surrounding the subject of distributed databases in real-time control were addressed at the workshop. The
difficulties included finding new, high-level conceptual models as conventional solutions are rendered useless in distributed
databases. The other problems covered include the difficulties faced due to huge transaction fluxes and time constraints. The
papers cover these theoretical issues plus an applications section which provides case studies of efficient applied systems which
will be important for the development of this essential field.
Explores the way spatial database management systems aim at supporting queries that involve the space characteristics of the
underlying data. This book discusses query processing techniques for nearest neighbor queries. It provides both basic concepts
and results in spatial databases and parallel processing research.
Blockchain technology is a combination of three popular concepts: cryptography, peer-to-peer networking, and game theory. This
book is for anyone who wants to dive into blockchain from first principles and learn how decentralized applications and
cryptocurrencies really work. Learn blockchain from first concepts to algorithms explained in Python.
Distributed Database Systems discusses the recent and emerging technologies in the field of distributed database technology. The
material is up-to-date, highly readable, and illustrated with numerous practical examples. The mainstream areas of distributed
database technology, such as distributed database design, distributed DBMS architectures, distributed transaction management,
distributed concurrency control, deadlock handling in distributed systems, distributed recovery management, distributed query
processing and optimization, data security and catalog management, have been covered in detail. The popular distributed
database systems, SDD-1 and R*, have also been included.
This volume constitutes the first of three parts of the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Computer
Science and Information Technology, CCSIT 2010, held in Bangalore, India, in January 2011. The 59 revised full papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected. The papers are organized in topical sections on distributed and
parallel systems and algorithms; DSP, image processing, pattern recognition, and multimedia; software engineering; database and
data Mining; as well as soft computing, such as AI, neural networks, fuzzy systems, etc.
Medical Data Sharing, Harmonization and Analytics serves as the basis for understanding the rapidly evolving field of medical data
harmonization combined with the latest cloud infrastructures for storing the harmonized (shared) data. Chapters cover the latest
research and applications on data sharing and protection in the medical domain, cohort integration through the recent
advancements in data harmonization, cloud computing for storing and securing the patient data, and data analytics for effectively
processing the harmonized data. Examines the unmet needs in chronic diseases as a part of medical data sharing Discusses
ethical, legal and privacy issues as part of data protection Combines data harmonization and big data analytics strategies in
shared medical data, along with relevant case studies in chronic diseases
The success of first and second generation wireless systems has paved the way for further research opportunities towards the
next generation systems. The two standards GSM and IS-95 based on TDMA and CDMA respectively, have deeply influenced our
system-level understanding, bringing new perspectives on the problems associated with wireless networks and potential for
innovations. This volume presents the proceedings of the second workshop on multiaccess, mobility and teletraffic for personal
communications held in May 1996 in Paris, France where some important subjects on the next generation systems have been
treated. These include topics dealing with information theoretic aspects, channel modeling, diversity, interference control, resource
allocation, power control, packet multi-access, stochastic modeling of mobility and traffic, and wireless network control. The
selected topics in this workshop and their presented set of solutions reflect the richness of the problems in wireless
communications. Indeed, development of theoretical frameworks with considerable attention to the peculiar environment of
wireless communications has been the prime objective of this workshop. To elaborate, consider the problem of multi-access
methods which remains a challenge for researchers. A complete evaluation of an access scheme must consider different aspects
such as propagation, interference, mobility and traffic modeling. Some common bases, paradigms and models are needed. For
example, today, we do not have a common archetype like the A WGN channel as in classical statistical communication. Clearly,
there is a need for justified assumptions and models.

A Deep Dive into NoSQL Databases: The Use Cases and Applications, Volume 109, the latest release in the Advances
in Computers series first published in 1960, presents detailed coverage of innovations in computer hardware, software,
theory, design and applications. In addition, it provides contributors with a medium in which they can explore their
subjects in greater depth and breadth. This update includes sections on NoSQL and NewSQL databases for big data
analytics and distributed computing, NewSQL databases and scalable in-memory analytics, NoSQL web crawler
application, NoSQL Security, a Comparative Study of different In-Memory (No/New)SQL Databases, NoSQL Hands On-4
NoSQLs, the Hadoop Ecosystem, and more. Provides a very comprehensive, yet compact, book on the popular domain
of NoSQL databases for IT professionals, practitioners and professors Articulates and accentuates big data analytics and
how it gets simplified and streamlined by NoSQL database systems Sets a stimulating foundation with all the relevant
details for NoSQL database researchers, developers and administrators
The major expectation from the fourth generation (4G) of wireless communication networks is to be able to handle much
higher data rates, allowing users to seamlessly reconnect to different networks even within the same session. Advanced
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Wireless Networks gives readers a comprehensive integral presentation of the main issues in 4G wireless networks,
showing the wide scope and inter-relation between different elements of the network. This book adopts a logical
approach, beginning each chapter with introductory material, before proceeding to more advanced topics and tools for
system analysis. Its presentation of theory and practice makes it ideal for readers working with the technology, or those in
the midst of researching the topic. Covers mobile, WLAN, sensor, ad hoc, bio-inspired and cognitive networks as well as
discussing cross-layer optimisation, adaptability and reconfigurability Includes hot topics such as network management,
mobility and hand-offs, adaptive resource management, QoS, and solutions for achieving energy efficient wireless
networks Discusses security issues, an essential element of working with wireless networks Supports the advanced
university and training courses in the field and includes an extensive list of references Providing comprehensive coverage
of the current status of wireless networks and their future, this book is a vital source of information for those involved in
the research and development of mobile communications, as well as the industry players using and selling this
technology. Companion website features three appendices: Components of CRE, Introduction to Medium Access Control
and Elements of Queueing Theory
Proceedings of the 29th Annual International Conference on Very Large Data Bases held in Berlin, Germany on
September 9-12, 2003. Organized by the VLDB Endowment, VLDB is the premier international conference on database
technology.
Wireless applications are definitely the next big thing in communications. Millions of people around the world use the
Internet every day - to stay in touch with remote locations, follow the stock market, keep up with the news, check the
weather, make travel plans, conduct business, shop, entertain themselves, and learn. The logical next step is the
development of the wireless Internet, where cell phones, PDAs, and laptops let us receive and send e-mails, and perform
all the activities that we are currently performing over the wireline Internet. Filled with contributions from international
experts, Wireless Internet Handbook: Technologies, Standards, and Applications describes basic concepts, current
developments, and future trends in designing modern architectures. The book covers: Wireless local access techniques
to the mobile Internet User mobility in IP networks Multimedia streaming over wireless Internet Quality of service issues
Location management techniques and clustering architectures Wireless Internet security issues Bluetooth, CDMA,
TDMA, Wireless Application Protocol, 802.11x, and more Different mobile and wireless Internet services Wireless
Internet enterprise applications Mobile multimedia and graphics applications Mobile video telephony Wireless video
surveillance Wireless applications in medicine The scope of the information covered and the expertise of leading
researchers and industry professionals combine to make Wireless Internet Handbook: Technologies, Standards, and
Applications the definitive resource on current and future trends in designing modern architectures for the wireless
Internet.
This volume, the 36th issue of Transactions on Large-Scale Data- and Knowledge-Centered Systems, contains eight
revised, extended papers selected from the 3rd International Conference on Future Data and Security Engineering,
FDSE 2016, and the 10th International Conference on Advanced Computing and Applications, ACOMP 2016, which were
held in Can Tho City, Vietnam, in November 2016. Topics covered include big data analytics, massive dataset mining,
security and privacy, cryptography, access control, deep learning, crowd sourcing, database watermarking, and query
processing and optimization.
Blockchain and other trustless systems have gone from being relatively obscure technologies, which were only known to
a small community of computer scientists and cryptologists, to mainstream phenomena that are now considered powerful
game changers for many industries. This book explores and assesses real-world use cases and case studies on
blockchain and related technologies. The studies describe the respective applications and address how these
technologies have been deployed, the rationale behind their application, and finally, their outcomes. The book shares a
wealth of experiences and lessons learned regarding financial markets, energy, SCM, healthcare, law and compliance.
Given its scope, it is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners who want to learn more about blockchain
applications.
The implementation of ISDN marks the beginning of a new era in the history of telecommunications. Its significance can
only be compared to the introduction of the automatic telephone service in the past. From quite a different angle, the use
of computers in the network is at the origin of a new discipline for both users and network operators. Both developments
will really start to have an impact on telecommunications in the 1990's. They will play an essential part in the evolution of
the largest and most complex of machines - Telecommunications Networks. This book is the result of NETWORKS '89,
the fourth in a series of triennial symposia, which offer network planners and telecommunications experts a forum for the
analysis of the most relevant issues. The 55 research papers collected here show that it will not be an easy task to plan
such networks, especially when the objectives of minimum cost and subscriber satisfaction are taken into account. This is
the challenge now faced by network planners, and this is the reason for this book.
The development of business intelligence has enhanced the visualization of data to inform and facilitate business
management and strategizing. By implementing effective data-driven techniques, this allows for advance reporting tools
to cater to company-specific issues and challenges. The Handbook of Research on Advanced Data Mining Techniques
and Applications for Business Intelligence is a key resource on the latest advancements in business applications and the
use of mining software solutions to achieve optimal decision-making and risk management results. Highlighting
innovative studies on data warehousing, business activity monitoring, and text mining, this publication is an ideal
reference source for research scholars, management faculty, and practitioners.
Fundamentals of Relational Database Management SystemsSpringer Science & Business Media
Zygiaris provides an accessible walkthrough of all technological advances of databases in the business environment. Readers learn how to
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design, develop, and use databases to provide business analytical reports with the three major database management systems: Microsoft
Access, Oracle Express and MariaDB (formerly MySQL).
Learn how to use AI and blockchain to build decentralized intelligent applications (DIApps) that overcome real-world challenges Key Features
Understand the fundamental concepts for converging artificial intelligence and blockchain Apply your learnings to build apps using machine
learning with Ethereum, IPFS, and MoiBit Get well-versed with the AI-blockchain ecosystem to develop your own DIApps Book Description AI
and blockchain are two emerging technologies catalyzing the pace of enterprise innovation. With this book, you’ll understand both
technologies and converge them to solve real-world challenges. This AI blockchain book is divided into three sections. The first section
covers the fundamentals of blockchain, AI, and affiliated technologies, where you’ll learn to differentiate between the various
implementations of blockchains and AI with the help of examples. The second section takes you through domain-specific applications of AI
and blockchain. You’ll understand the basics of decentralized databases and file systems and connect the dots between AI and blockchain
before exploring products and solutions that use them together. You’ll then discover applications of AI techniques in crypto trading. In the
third section, you’ll be introduced to the DIApp design pattern and compare it with the DApp design pattern. The book also highlights unique
aspects of SDLC (software development lifecycle) when building a DIApp, shows you how to implement a sample contact tracing application,
and delves into the future of AI with blockchain. By the end of this book, you’ll have developed the skills you need to converge AI and
blockchain technologies to build smart solutions using the DIApp design pattern. What you will learn Get well-versed in blockchain basics and
AI methodologies Understand the significance of data collection and cleaning in AI modeling Discover the application of analytics in
cryptocurrency trading Get to grips with open, permissioned, and private blockchains Explore the DIApp design pattern and its merit in digital
solutions Find out how LSTM and ARIMA can be applied in crypto trading Use the DIApp design pattern to build a sample contact tracing
application Get started with building your own DIApps across various domains Who this book is for This book is for blockchain and AI
architects, developers, data scientists, data engineers, and evangelists who want to harness the power of artificial intelligence in blockchain
applications. If you are looking for a blend of theoretical and practical use cases to understand how to implement smart cognitive insights into
blockchain solutions, this book is what you need! Knowledge of machine learning and blockchain concepts is required.
High-Performance Computing (HPC) delivers higher computational performance to solve problems in science, engineering and finance.
There are various HPC resources available for different needs, ranging from cloud computing– that can be used without much expertise and
expense – to more tailored hardware, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or D-Wave’s quantum computer systems. HighPerformance Computing in Finance is the first book that provides a state-of-the-art introduction to HPC for finance, capturing both
academically and practically relevant problems.
This volume contains the best papers presented at the 14th East-European C- ference on Advances in Databases and Information Systems
(ADBIS 2010), held during September 20-24, 2010, in Novi Sad, Serbia. ADBIS 2010 continued the ADBIS series held in St. Petersburg
(1997), Poznan (1998), Maribor (1999), Prague (2000), Vilnius (2001), Bratislava (2002), Dresden (2003), Budapest (2004), Tallinn (2005),
Thessaloniki (2006), Varna (2007), Pori (2008), and Riga (2009). The main objective of the ADBIS series of conferences is to provide a forum
for the dissemination of research acc- plishments and to promote interaction and collaboration between the database and information
systems research communities from Central and East European countries and the rest of the world. The ADBIS conferences provide an intertional platform for the presentation of research on database theory, development of advanced DBMS technologies, and their advanced
applications. ADBIS 2010 spans a wide area of interests, covering all major aspects related to theory and applications of database
technology and information systems. Two di?erent submission lines were considered for ADBIS 2010, one within the classic track and
another one within a special track organisation. ADBIS comprised ?ve tracks: 1. Conceptual Modeling in Systems Engineering (CMSE) 2.
Data Mining and Information Extraction (DMIE) 3. Business Processes in E-Commerce Systems (e-commerce) 4. Personal Identi?able
Information: Privacy, Ethics, and Security (PIIPES) 5.
A breakthrough sourcebook to the challenges and solutions for mobile database systems This text enables readers to effectively manage
mobile database systems (MDS) and data dissemination via wireless channels. The author explores the mobile communication platform and
analyzes its use in the development of a distributed database management system. Workable solutions for key challenges in wireless
information management are presented throughout the text. Following an introductory chapter that includes important milestones in the
history and development of mobile data processing, the text provides the information, tools, and resources needed for MDS management,
including: * Fundamentals of wireless communication * Location and handoff management * Fundamentals of conventional database
management systems and why existing approaches are not adequate for mobile databases * Concurrency control mechanism schemes *
Data processing and mobility * Management of transactions * Mobile database recovery schemes * Data dissemination via wireless channels
Case studies and examples are used liberally to aid in the understanding and visualization of complex concepts. Various exercises enable
readers to test their grasp of each topic before advancing in the text. Each chapter also concludes with a summary of key concepts as well as
references for further study. Professionals in the mobile computing industry, particularly e-commerce, will find this text indispensable. With its
extensive use of case studies, examples, and exercises, it is also highly recommended as a graduate-level textbook.
A comprehensive new edition on mobile computing—coveringboth mobile and sensor data The new paradigm of pervasive computing was
born from the needsof highly mobile workers to access and transfer data while on thego. Significant advances in the technology have lent and
willcontinue to lend prevalence to its use—especially inm-commerce. Covering both mobile data and sensor data, thiscomprehensive text
offers updated research on sensor technology,data stream processing, mobile database security, and contextualprocessing. Packed with
cases studies, exercises, and examples,Fundamentals of Pervasive Information Management Systemscovers essential aspects of wireless
communication and provides athorough discussion about managing information on mobile databasesystems (MDS). It addresses the
integration of web and workflowwith mobile computing and looks at the current state ofresearch. Fundamentals of Pervasive Information
Management Systemspresents chapters on: Mobile Database System Mobile and Wireless Communication Location and Handoff
Management Fundamentals of Database Processing Introduction to Concurrency Control Mechanisms Effect of Mobility on Data Processing
Transaction Management in Mobile Database Systems Mobile Database Recovery Wireless Information Dissemination Introduction to Sensor
Technology Sensor Technology and Data Streams Management Sensor Network Deployment: Case Studies Fundamentals of Pervasive
Information Management Systemsis an ideal book for researchers, teachers, and graduate studentsof mobile computing. The book may also
be used as a reference textfor researchers or managers.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems, DB&IS
2018, held in Trakai, Lithuania, in July 2018. The 24 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 69 submissions.
The papers are centered around topics like information systems engineering, enterprise information systems, business process management,
knowledge representation, ontology engineering, systems security, information systems applications, database systems, machine learning,
big data analysis, big data processing, cognitive computing.
This book provides a comprehensive yet concise coverage of the concepts and technology of database systems and their evolution into
knowledge-bases. The traditional material on database systems at senior undergraduate level is covered. An understanding of concepts is
emphasized avoiding extremes in formalism or detail.Rather than be restricted to a single example used over an entire book, a variety of
examples are used. These enable the reader to understand the basic abstractions which underlie description of many practical situations.A
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major portion of the book concerns database system technology with focus on the relational model. Various topics are discussed in detail,
preparing the ground for more advanced work.
This book addresses issues related to managing data across a distributed database system. It is unique because it covers traditional
database theory and current research, explaining the difficulties in providing a unified user interface and global data dictionary. The book
gives implementers guidance on hiding discrepancies across systems and creating the illusion of a single repository for users. It also includes
three sample frameworks—implemented using J2SE with JMS, J2EE, and Microsoft .Net—that readers can use to learn how to implement a
distributed database management system. IT and development groups and computer sciences/software engineering graduates will find this
guide invaluable.
Use and development of database and expert systems can be found in all fields of computer science. The aim of this book is to present a
large spectrum of already implemented or just being developed database and expert systems. Contributions cover new requirements,
concepts for implementations (e.g. languages, models, storage structures), management of meta data, system architectures, and
experiences gained by using traditional databases in as many areas of applications as possibble (at least in the fields listed). The aim of the
book is to inspire a fruitful dialogue between developement in practice, users of database and expert systems, and scientists working in the
field.
The chapter “An Efficient Index for Reachability Queries in Public Transport Networks” is available open access under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
Information technology is ever-changing, and that means that those who are working, or planning to work, in the field of IT management must
always be learning. In the new edition of the acclaimed Information Technology for Management, the latest developments in the real world of
IT management are covered in detail thanks to the input of IT managers and practitioners from top companies and organizations from around
the world. Focusing on both the underlying technological developments in the field and the important business drivers performance, growth
and sustainability—the text will help students explore and understand the vital importance of IT’s role vis-a-vis the three components of
business performance improvement: people, processes, and technology. The book also features a blended learning approach that employs
content that is presented visually, textually, and interactively to enable students with different learning styles to easily understand and retain
information. Coverage of next technologies is up to date, including cutting-edged technologies, and case studies help to reinforce material in
a way that few texts can.
Databases Illuminated, Second Edition integrates database theory with a practical approach to database design and implementation. The text
is specifically designed for the modern database student, who will be expected to know both theory and applied design and implementation
as professionals in the field. This Second Edition has been revised and updated to incorporate information about the new releases of Access
2010, Oracle 11g, and Intersystems Cache. It includes material on the most recent topics such as, web access, JDBC, web programming,
XML, data mining, and other emerging database technologies and applications. Instructor resources include Microsoft PowerPoint lecture
slides, solutions to all the exercises and projects in the text, test bank, and a complete instructor's manual that includes objectives and
teaching hints. Student resources include an open access companion website featuring: -downloadable code -projects with step-by-step
guidance that ensure students fully understand each step before moving on to the next. -hands-on lab exercises that allow students to apply
the concepts learned from the text -additional information not included in the text to allow for further study The integrated, modern approach
to databases, combined with strong pedagogical features, accessible writing, and a full package of student and instructor’s resources, makes
Databases Illuminated, Second Edition the perfect textbook for courses in this exciting field. New and Key Features of the updated Second
Edition: -Covers the new features of the current versions of popular database management systems, including Oracle 11, Access 2010, and
InterSystems Cache. -Incorporates the new curriculum recommendations in ACM Computer Science Curriculum 2008 and ACM/AIS IS2010
Curriculum Guidelines for IS2010.2, Data and Information Management, including more attention to security, concurrency, and net-centric
computing. The chapter on computer ethics has been updated to take into account new regulations and practices. -Contains more material on
recent and relevant topics, such as Web access, JDBC, web programming, XML, data warehousing, data mining, and other emerging
database technologies and applications. -Includes the extensive object-relational features of the current release of Oracle, with downloadable
code for students to implement; Object-oriented databases are implemented using InterSystems Cache, with downloadable code included on
the website.
Service orientation is emerging nowadays at multiple organizational levels in enterprise business, and it leverages technology in response to
the growing need for greater business integration, flexibility and agility of manufacturing enterprises. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
analysed throughout the book represents a technical architecture, a business modelling concept, a type of infrastructure, an integration
source and a new way of viewing units of automation within the enterprise. The primary goal of SOA is to align the business world with the
world of information technology in a way that makes both more effective. The service value creation model at enterprise level consists of
using a Service Component Architecture for business process applications, based on entities which handle services. In this view a service is
a piece of software encapsulating the business/control logic or resource functionality of an enterprise entity that exhibits an individual
competence and responds to a specific request to fulfil a local (operation) or global objective (batch production). The value creation model is
based on a 2-stage approach: • Agentification: complex manufacturing processes are split in services provided by informational agents which
are discovered, accessed and executed. This leads to a modular, reusable, agile and easy integrate integration. • Holonification: holons link
the material flow and physical entities of the manufacturing processes with the informational part (IT services realized by distributed
intelligence) facilitating thus traceability the developing of flexible control systems. This book gathers contributions from scientists,
researchers and industrialists on concepts, methods, frameworks and implementing issues addressing trends in the service orientation of
control technology and management applied to manufacturing enterprise. This book gathers contributions from scientists, researchers and
industrialists on concepts, methods, frameworks and implementing issues addressing trends in the service orientation of control technology
and management applied to manufacturing enterprise.
Databases Illuminated, Third Edition Includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access combines database theory with a practical approach to database
design and implementation. Strong pedagogical features, including accessible language, real-world examples, downloadable code, and
engaging hands-on projects and lab exercises create a text with a unique combination of theory and student-oriented activities. Providing an
integrated, modern approach to databases, Databases Illuminated, Third Edition is the essential text for students in this expanding field.

Distributed Database Systems (DDBS) may be defined as integrated database systems composed of autonomous local
databases, geographically distributed and interconnected by a computer network. The purpose of this monograph is to
present DDBS concurrency control algorithms and their related performance issues. The most recent results have been
taken into consideration. A detailed analysis and selection of these results has been made so as to include those which
will promote applications and progress in the field. The application of the methods and algorithms presented is not limited
to DDBSs but also relates to centralized database systems and to database machines which can often be considered as
particular examples of DDBSs. The first part of the book is devoted to basic definitions and models: the distributed
database model, the transaction model and the syntactic and semantic concurrency control models. The second
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discusses concurrency control methods in monoversion DDBSs: the locking method, the timestamp ordering method, the
validation method and hybrid methods. For each method the concept, the basic algorithms, a hierarchical version of the
basic algorithms, and methods for avoiding performance failures are given. The third section covers concurrency control
methods in multiversion DDBSs and the fourth, methods for the semantic concurrency model. The last part concerns
performance issues of DDBSs. The book is intended primarily for DDBMS designers, but is also of use to those who are
engaged in the design and management of databases in general, as well as in problems of distributed system
management such as distributed operating systems and computer networks.
The two-volume set LNAI 7802 and LNAI 7803 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th Asian Conference on
Intelligent Information and Database Systems, ACIIDS 2013, held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in March 2013. The 108
revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers included are
grouped into topical sections on: innovations in intelligent computation and applications; intelligent database systems;
intelligent information systems; tools and applications; intelligent recommender systems; multiple modal approach to
machine learning; engineering knowledge and semantic systems; computational biology and bioinformatics;
computational intelligence; modeling and optimization techniques in information systems, database systems and
industrial systems; intelligent supply chains; applied data mining for semantic Web; semantic Web and ontology;
integration of information systems; and conceptual modeling in advanced database systems.
“Mitigating Paradox at the eSociety Tipping Point” In the first two decades of the past Century, having as driving factor
the automobile and its mass production, the command economy has radically changed our lifestyles, enabling the
creation of offices, suburbs, fast food restaurants and unified school d- tricts. With the Internet as driving factor, sociotechnical and industrial eNetworked ecosystems are about to change our lives again in these two decades of the twentyfirst century, and we are just approaching the tipping point. As we have just reached the point where the tremendous
changes fueled by concerted efforts in information communication technologies (ICT) research are unraveling the old
society this is creating a lot of d- comfort, confusion and sometimes opposition from the traditional mainstream. This
disconnect is being deepened even more by the rocketing speed of technological ICT advances. As technology is getting
ahead of society, the old ways, although still do- nant, become more and more dysfunctional and we are experiencing an
"age of pa- dox" as the new ways disrupt the way we used to do things and even the way we used to think about the
world. Just like the major inventions that shaped the last century were made by 1920, it is expected that the major
inventions that will shape the twen- first century are going to be made by 2020.
N etwork-based computing domain unifies all best research efforts presented from single computer systems to networked
systems to render overwhelming computational power for several modern day applications. Although this power is
expected to grow with respect to time due to tech nological advancements, application requirements impose a continuous
thrust on network utilization and on the resources to deliver supreme quality of service. Strictly speaking, network-based
computing dornain has no confined scope and each element offers considerable challenges. Any modern day networked
application strongly thrives on efficient data storage and management system, which is essentially a Database System.
There have been nurnber of books-to-date in this domain that discuss fundamental principles of designing a database
systern. Research in this dornain is now far matured and rnany researchers are venturing in this dornain continuously
due to a wide variety of challenges posed. In this book, our dornain of interest is in exposing the underlying key
challenges in designing algorithms to handle unpredictable requests that arrive at a Distributed Database System(DDBS)
and evaluating their performance. These requests are otherwise called as on-line requests arriving at a system to
process. Transactions in an on-line Banking service, Airline Reservation systern, Video-on-Demand systern, etc, are few
examples of on-line requests.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management system. It contains a detailed
description on Relational Database Management System Concepts. There are a variety of solved examples and review
questions with solutions. This book is for those who require a better understanding of relational data modeling, its
purpose, its nature, and the standards used in creating relational data model.
As wireless users have become increasingly mobile, tracking their location and establishing communications links
between them have become critical. Location management, paging and routing are the key technologies for performing
these crucial functions. This comprehensive work examines past, present and future advances in location management
and routing protocols for both single-hop and multi-hop mobile wireless networks.
The fourth edition of this classic textbook provides major updates. This edition has completely new chapters on Big Data
Platforms (distributed storage systems, MapReduce, Spark, data stream processing, graph analytics) and on NoSQL,
NewSQL and polystore systems. It also includes an updated web data management chapter that includes RDF and
semantic web discussion, an integrated database integration chapter focusing both on schema integration and querying
over these systems. The peer-to-peer computing chapter has been updated with a discussion of blockchains. The
chapters that describe classical distributed and parallel database technology have all been updated. The new edition
covers the breadth and depth of the field from a modern viewpoint. Graduate students, as well as senior undergraduate
students studying computer science and other related fields will use this book as a primary textbook. Researchers
working in computer science will also find this textbook useful. This textbook has a companion web site that includes
background information on relational database fundamentals, query processing, transaction management, and computer
networks for those who might need this background. The web site also includes all the figures and presentation slides as
well as solutions to exercises (restricted to instructors).
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